Background: Typical experimental design advice for expression analyses using RNA-seq 25 generally assumes that single-end reads provide robust gene-level expression estimates in a cost-26 effective manner, and that the additional benefits obtained from paired-end sequencing are not 27 worth the additional cost. However, in many cases (e.g., with Illumina NextSeq and NovaSeq 28 instruments), shorter paired-end reads and longer single-end reads can be generated for the same 29 cost, and it is not obvious which strategy should be preferred. Using publicly available data, we 30 test whether short-paired end reads can achieve more robust expression estimates and differential 31 expression results than single-end reads of approximately the same total number of sequenced 32
fundamental advances in our understanding of diverse phenomena, including the evolution of 47 gene regulation across species (1) , alternative splicing (2,3), relative importance of cis vs -trans 48 regulation (4,5), genetic underpinnings of heritable disease (6,7), and the genetic architecture of 49 phenotypes in natural populations (8, 9) . While the cost of sequencing has steadily decreased, 50 making expression analyses feasible even on modest research budgets, maximizing cost 51 efficiency remains high priority. Cost effectiveness is particularly important as studies scale up 52 to hundreds or even thousands of samples. Maximizing performance given a particular study 53 design has already received much attention, with investigations of optimal strategies for quality 54 trimming (10), the effects of quality trimming on expression estimates and differential 55 expression testing (11) , optimal sequencing depth (12,13), importance of biological replicates 56 (12,14,15), and the relative performance of expression and differential expression tools and 57 pipelines (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Less attention has focused on how to improve performance given a fixed 58 number of biological replicates and total sequenced bases. 59
While the typical length of sequenced reads has increased as costs have decreased, when 60 an annotated genome is available it remains standard procedure to sequence single end reads to 61 estimate gene expression, typically around 75 base pairs. Yet, this strategy does not leverage 62 information provided by the full length of the library fragments, particularly the greater 63 specificity in read mapping (or pseudo-alignment) that would be provided by sequencing from 64 both ends of a fragment. Given a fixed cost per base for a given Illumina instrument, paired-end 65 75bp reads would be twice as expensive as single-end 75bp sequencing, assuming an equivalent 66 number of sequenced fragments. Intuitively, however, a sizeable fraction of the long-range 67 information provided by paired-end sequencing should still be retained by sequencing shorter 68 paired-end reads. In this study, we evaluate whether that intuition is correct, by assessing 69 whether expression estimates and differential expression results obtained with 2x40 paired end 70 sequencing are more consistent with 2x125 paired end sequencing than either 1x75 or 1x125 71 single-end sequencing. Our particular focus is on 1x75, as the cost of 1x75 and 2x40 are 72 approximately the same per read when sequencing using the Illumina NextSeq, a common 73 instrument for RNA-seq studies. As with NextSeq, NovaSeq sequencing kits do not distinguish 74 between single and paired-end libraries, and are configured a particular number of bases. Thus, 75
for the 100bp NovaSeq kit, a similar sequencing strategy trade-off exists between sequencing 76 2x50 vs. 1x100 reads. We conduct these analyses with publicly available Illumina sequence data 77 across 12 different SRA (Additional file 1: Table S1 ). accessions encompassing diverse 78 experimental designs and multiple model organisms with high quality annotated genomes. 79
80

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 81
Our approach to evaluating the performance of short paired-end reads vs. longer single-end ones 82 is to compare expression estimates and differential expression results derived from these 83 strategies to a truth set. Because we cannot know the "truth", we assume that its closest 84 approximation are results obtained from long, paired-end reads. Thus, we define our gold 85 standard as the results obtained from 2x125 paired-end reads. We then trim these data down to 86 two data sets with read lengths of 40 and 75 base pairs, and calculate spearman's rank 87 correlations between transcripts-per-million (TPM) estimates based upon 2x40, 1x75 and 1x125 88 with the 2x125 gold standard. We present these correlations in two different ways. First, we 89 examine the distributions of those correlation coefficients across alternative sequencing plots" that have, on the x-axis, the ratio of the 1x125 expression correlation with 2x125 to that of 92 2x40, and on the y-axis, the ratio of the expression correlation between 1x75 and 2x125 to that of 93 2x40. In this manner, we can visualized in bivariate space, the frequency of cases where 2x40 94 outperforms both 1x75 and 1x125, where 2x40 only outperforms 1x75 (or 1x125), or where 2x40 95 is inferior to both single-end strategies. 96
Kallisto transcript-level TPM estimates made with 2x40 are always more highly 97 correlated with those made with the 2x125 gold standard than those made with data trimmed to 98 1x75 reads ( Fig. 1a ,c), and perform better than estimates made with data trimmed to 1x125 for 99 all but a few samples from one SRA accession ( Fig. 1c ). A similar performance advantage for 100 the 2x40 strategy compared to the 1x75 strategy is observed at the gene level ( Fig. 1 b,d) . 101
RSEM-based TPM estimates show a generally consistent overall pattern (Fig. 2) , although at the 102 transcript level four samples have higher performance (better correlations with estimated from 103 untrimmed data) for one or both single-end strategies than the 2x40 strategy. These samples are 104 widely dispersed in the rank correlation ratio plots ( Fig. 2c) ; two of the four samples have an 105 aberrant pattern where TPM estimates from 1x75 reads more highly correlated with estimated 106 from 2x125 reads than with estimates from 1x125 reads, despite having 67% more nucleotides 107 sequenced per sample. Upon closer inspection, we discovered that samples comprising this 108 unusual pattern had low bowtie2 alignment rates to the reference transcripts (for the 2x125 109 libraries, overall alignment rates of 37.1-51.0%), suggesting library quality issues were 110
responsible. 111
More generally, a number of different library-specific factors could potentially associate 112 with variation in the relative performance of a 2x40 strategy. One important faction is simply the 113 overall number of informative reads in an experiment. To estimate this, we summed the kallisto transcript-level counts for each sample. We find that as the number of informative reads 115 increases, the relative performance of a 2x40 strategy (compared to 1x125) improves (Fig 3) . We 116 did not perform the same analysis for the 1x75 strategy, as using 2x40 reads always 117 outperformed 1x75 reads at the transcript level with kallisto. The correlation between total 118 number of sequenced reads and relative performance is slightly weaker (r = 0.46, p = 4.4 ´ 10 -119 10 ), indicating that read mappability in addition to read number, is important for robustness of 120 expression estimates for short PE reads. While there are no obvious taxonomic effects, there are 121 clear library-specific effects, manifested as differences in relative 2x40 performance among 122 accessions derived from the same species. 123
We next evaluated the extent to which differences in performance with respect to 124 estimating expression levels translated into downstream effects on tests of differential 125 expression. Within each SRA accession and for each pair of conditions and for each sequencing 126 strategy, we conducted Wald tests with both sleuth and limma-voom. Similar to our evaluation of 127 expression estimate robustness, we defined "true" differential expression signals as those 128 recovered with 2x125, given a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.01. 129
Sequencing strategy clearly impacts downstream differential expression analyses. Using 130 expression estimates and differential expression test results can be obtained from short paired-139 end reads compared to longer single-end reads. In other words, the extra information provided by 140 reads pairs during the mapping or pseudoalignment phase outweighs any potential penalty of 141 short reads. In almost all cases, short paired-end reads trump single-end reads that sequence 142 approximately the same number of bases. Short paired-end reads provide an additional benefit in 143 that they can identify a large fraction of differentially expressed isoforms, for the cost of gene-144 level analysis with longer single-end reads. From a practical perspective, neither NextSeq nor 145
NovaSeq sequencing kits distinguish between single and paired-end libraries. In the experience 146 of support staff at the Bauer sequencing core facility at Harvard, one can get 80 bp from the 147 NextSeq 75 bp kit, such that 2x40 is a viable sequencing design. Alternatively, the smallest 148
NovaSeq kit is for 100 cycles, which can be used to sequence paired 50bp reads, allowing one to 149 leverage that instrument's much smaller cost per sequenced base. Overall, our findings suggest 150 that for a given number of sequencing cycles, the most efficient design for RNA-seq expression 151 analysis is allocating 50% of the cycles to paired end reads, instead of 100% of the cycles to a 152 
Expression analyses 171
For each sample-sequencing strategy combination, we estimated transcript-level expression with 172 kallisto (22). We designated abundance estimates derived from 2x125 as our gold standard 173 against which to benchmark all other strategies. We used spearman's rank correlations to 174 quantify the degree of concordance between alternative sequencing strategies and the gold 175 standard in terms of transcript per million (TPM). We performed similar analyses at the gene 176 level by aggregating transcript-level TPMs using the R package Tximport (19) . 177
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